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ABSTRACT 

 

The research was undertaken to study the impact of Digital Marketing on the retail industry. Its objectives 

included understanding the various digital marketing strategies and tools adopted by organized industry 

retailers, doing a comparative analysis of digital marketing, traditional marketing, and non-traditional 

marketing in the organized retail industry, finding the influential factors and challenges faced in the usages 

of digital marketing strategies and tools by organized fashion industry retailers, assessing the impact of the 

digital marketing on organized industry retailers, finding the effective ways of utilizing digital marketing 

by organized industry retailers, and studying the impact of digital marketing on customer behavior, 

experience, perception, loyalty, satisfaction, relationship and services in the organized retail fashion 

industry. 

 

There is the huge significance of computerized advertising coordinated retail design industry. This can be 

closed from the high consent to the assertions like Digital advertising gives admittance to a huge potential 

client base, Online cooperation with clients is feasible to know their precise necessities, Digital promoting 

is practical, Responses to showcasing endeavours can be followed, and Personal compatibility can be 

assembled, and client dedication can be created. Advanced advertising methods are better than customary 

and non- conventional showcasing procedures. 

 

As of now, the coordinated retail design industry keeps on depending on customary and non-conventional 

showcasing methods. A few factors fundamentally influence the selection of advanced advertising methods 

by the coordinated style retailers. While the retailers recognize the importance of digital marketing 

techniques, they are also aware of the challenges. Digital marketing has a profound impact on all major 

facets of the business. Customers have expressed high dissatisfaction with the existing digital marketing 

services offered by the retailers. Consumer loyalty is a variable that overwhelmingly affects several different 

factors. Common training programs can be organized by the retailers or other agencies like Chambers of 

Commerce and Industries. Retailers should hold positive views about digital marketing. 
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They can benefit from several free online training programs on digital marketing. The Government must 

play its part in this. The IT infrastructure like availability of internet connections, internet speed, etc., must 

be improved. This improvement will benefit the government number of other initiatives like digital financial 

transactions, an impetus since demonetization in the year 2016. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Digital marketing in retail is the use of digital channels such as websites, email, search engines, social 

media, and other online platforms to reach customers and promote products or services. It is a way for 

retailers to connect with their customers and build relationships. 

 

Digital marketing is a great tool for retail brands that want to connect with potential customers all over the 

world at affordable prices and get a higher ROI. Retail businesses will benefit in a lot of ways from a well-

planned and executed digital marketing strategy or solutions. 

 

Digital marketing is the way of the future. Since online shopping is becoming more popular, every store 

needs an online marketing plan to reach its audience and customers. Everyone, from large organizations to 

small businesses and stores, is moving into the digital space to grow their business and take advantage of the 

benefits of the online world in terms of reaching more people, making more sales, and converting more 

people. And as digital technology becomes more common, the future of digital marketing in India looks 

bright for brands and businesses. 

 

Digital marketing is booming in India, a country with millions of mobile phones and social media users. 

Everyone who wants to grow their business globally should use digital marketing via the internet, which has 

no geographical limitations. 

 

Objectives of The Study: 

 

 To know about the emergence of Digital Marketing in Retail Industry. 
 To know about the several types of Online Digital Marketing 
 To know about the challenges of Digital Marketing in Retail Industry 

 

Digital Marketing: 

 

Definition 

According to Concertful (2020) Broadly Speaking, ―Digital Marketing Is All Marketing Activities That 

Use an Electronic Device or The Internet. 

 

Financial Times (2015) Explains That ―Digital Marketing Is the Marketing of Products or Services 

Using Digital Channels to Reach Consumers”. 

 

Barone (2020) Stated That ―Digital Marketing Is the Use of the Internet, Mobile Devices, Social Media, 

Search Engines, And Other Channels to Reach Consumers”. 

 

Alexander (2020) Defined That ―Digital Marketing Encompasses All Marketing Efforts That Use an 

Electronic Device or The Internet 
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Digital Marketing 5ds: 

Computerized promoting these days is a lot a larger number of kinds of crowd communication than site or 

email... it includes overseeing and bridling those '5ds of digital' that I’ve characterized in the production of 

the stylish substitution to my digital promoting and advertising: methodology, arranging, digital characterize 

chances customers have association organizations achieve gain crowds an unexpected way: 

 

Digital Gadgets – Crowds experience the brand as they communicate with business sites and portable 

applications usually through a blend of connected gadgets which incorporates cell phones, tablets, pcs, and 

gaming gadgets. 

 

Digital Stages – More associations on these gadgets through a program or applications from the 

fundamental designs or administrations, that is Facebook (and Instagram), google (and YouTube), twitter, 

and LinkedIn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Media - Specific Paid, Possessed, And Acquired Interchanges Channels for Accomplishing and 

Drawing in Crowds Alongside Showcasing, Email and Informing, Web Indexes Like Google and Hurray, 

And Interpersonal Organizations‖. 

 

Digital Information – The insight organizations gather about their intended interest group profiles and 

their connections with gatherings, which currently need to be ensured by law in many nations. 

 

Digital Innovation – The Promoting and Advertising Innovation or Martech Stack That Organizations Use 

to Make Intelligent Reports from Sites and Versatile Applications to In- Store Stands and Email Crusades. 

 

 Digital marketing, also known as online marketing, refers to advertising delivered through digital channels 

to promote brands and connect potential customers using the internet and other forms of digital 

communication such as: 

 Search engines 

 Websites 

 Social media 

 Email 

 Mobile apps 

 Text messaging 

 Web-based advertising 

In-short, if a marketing campaign is using any of the above online media channels, it is digital marketing. 

How does digital marketing work? 

Digital marketing uses a range of strategies to reach customers, whether the aim is to tempt them into making 

a purchase, increase their brand awareness, or simply engage with your brand. Modern digital marketing 

comprises a broad system of channels, including: 

 Social media 

 Content marketing 

 Website marketing 

 SEO (search engine optimization) 

 PPC (pay per click) advertising. 
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To achieve the true potential of digital marketing, marketers must dig deep into today’s vast and intricate 

cross-channel world to discover strategies that make an impact through engagement marketing.   

Engagement marketing is the method of forming meaningful interactions with potential and returning 

customers based on the data you collect over time. By engaging customers in a digital landscape, you build 

brand awareness, position yourself as a thought leader, and place your business at the forefront when the 

customer is ready to buy. 

Review of Literature: 

Rathnayaka (2018) Expressed That with the huge period Improvement which has attempted Employing 

the World, the ordinary idea of Promoting and Advertising has Manufactured with a Computerized Model 

that Brings the Whole Worldwide to the Buyer's Doorstep in a single tick. The Developing Infiltration 

Nature of the Web and Different Quicker Virtual Verbal Trade Channels, more extensive Organizations, and 

New Devices and their Network with Business Visionaries Made Clients more Noteworthy useful and 

educated regarding the worth they foreseen to get back to the value they brought about. 

 

The Most Extreme Rationale of the Assessment Is to Select the Effect of Virtual Promoting on Customer 

Conduct with an Extraordinary Association with the Retail Style Industry. 

 

Chaudhary and Sharma's (2018) study have been finished to Select the impact of Computerized 

Promoting Concerning the Conduct of the Supporter Concerning the Style of Big Business. The Optional 

Wellspring of Insights has Been Utilized.   The acknowledgment has been determined on that Premise. 

Subsequently, The Examination Takes a Gander at has been made to find advancement inside the style 

Endeavor and what it has meant for Purchaser Lead. 

 

Loupiac and Goudey (2019) Communicated that online business needs to end up being a central point of 

interest of logo retail techniques since the appearance of Omnichannel  dispersions. numerous specialists 

have researched the essential capacity of the exchange, and some recent articles show the significance of 

investigating the effect of this appropriation model on consumer count. 

 

Antoniadis Et Al. (2019) Expressed that person-to-person communication sites and "fb" have developed to come 

to be an imperative channel of intuitive promoting verbal trade with buyers for retail. The thought process of this 

paper is to take a gander at the techniques posts attributes and responses that affect set up prominence and 

commitment in retail marks "fb" pages. Altogether, eighteen retail pages out of the hundred twenty are the greatest 

famous identity pages on "fb", inspected for a quarter of a year's length (April–June 2016). 

 

Zhang Et Al. (2019) characterized that fast achievement is a key in general presentation measure in online 

retail, and a couple of outlets have accomplished faster occurrences through receiving new plans of their 

request accomplishment framework. this exploration exactly affirms and evaluates the satisfaction time 

advantage that amazon has done, comparative with various online retailers. The continuous change of 

accomplishment and coordination activities at online shops has created various new exploration queries. 

 

Davies Et Al. (2019) Communicated that twenty-first-century internet retailing has reshaped the retail scene. 

staple purchasing is ascending as the accompanying quickest developing classification in internet retailing 

inside the UK, having suggestions for the channels we use to buy things. 

 

Saarijärvi Et Al. (2018) The reason for this paper is to find amazing client profiles of c2c online businesses 

in web-based media. corroborative component assessment and bunch examination are employed to 

investigate current realities from a quantitative review zeroing in on c2c e-exchange. four great supporter 

profiles are presented and examined: fans, deal trackers, salvagers, and unconcerned. Those profiles catch what 

kind of cost buyers see in trading utilized merchandise with different customers on Facebook. the data had 

been gathered from one us of America. To start with, their view shows that web-based media can offer a 

total one of-a- kind stage for C2C e- exchange that could achieve specific and separated admission surveys. 

second, firms should cautiously inspect how their current sections coordinate the customer profiles offered 

in this examination (sweethearts, deal trackers, salvagers, unconcerned) to evaluate future worth 

presentation capacity and difficulties. 0.33, regular stores should look at the chance of going about as a 

stage for c2c business or distinctive styles of C2C Communication so one can offer their customers benefits 
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that are an element of c2c internet business. 

 

Kumar and Kashyap (2018) said that purchasing inspiration has been investigated in regular publicizing 

and promoting settings whatever amount of less in on-line buying. the records had been accumulated from 

183 customary online buyers. 

 

Peeroo Et Al. (2017) said that an expanding number of associations are the utilization of Facebook to talk 

and draw in their clients. Notwithstanding, there is a lack of exploration concerning why and how clients 

draw in with organizations via online media inside the staple zone. Therefore, the motivation behind this 

paper is to investigate the positions performed by methods for online seal networks and social customers 

inside the acquaintance furthermore with the annihilation of the charge. 

 

Advanced promoting utilizing the '5ds of digital' and the smart insights race arranging structure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dfferent types of Online Digital marketing; CONTENT 

ADVERTISING: 

Content publicizing is the strength of using describing and regard information to create brand 

thought with the point of having your crowd make a beneficial move‖. content promoting pursuits 

at building associations with limited clients and turning into an accessory rather than a publicist. 

the important part here is "significant" and "pertinent". that is the thing that tells content 

publicizing and promoting besides traditional nasty advertising. the objective market needs to 

have searched the substance material out and devour it 
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     SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING: 

 

Social MS has a solid consideration via online media promoting. So that is wherein we will begin our rundown 

of styles of advanced advertising. Online media has a legitimately acquired district in this posting. Online 

media advertising and showcasing is "utilizing web-based media frameworks and sites to advance an item 

or administration". important for computerized promoting and highlighting. web- based media promoting is 

the engaged Utilization of Online Media Discussions to Develop Mindfulness for A Brand or Item. 

 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO): 

 

Web optimization way upgrading material site look for brings about web crawlers like google and hurray. web 

search tools choose which sites to show for a pursuit term principally dependent on key expressions referred 

to at the site and hyperlinks that allude to this site. this means site design improvement has a great deal to do 

with the utilization of the correct key expressions or key terms inside the duplicate of a site or inside the 

substance you need to show in natural inquiry and getting connections to this site or substance. there is more 

than one procedure for advancing your site for web indexes, and it certainly incorporates much more 

prominent than obscure external link establishment 

 

 

Email Marketing: 

 

Email publicizing and advertising are some of the palatable changes over promoting channels. by sending 

customary updates to your email endorsers, you may construct and sustain a relationship. Ideally, 

messages you convey to your customers should not, at this point just talk at them anyway furthermore 

motivate critical transactions alongside your image. notice how the folks from buffer start a huge verbal 

trade by asking their peruses' feelings in their messages? numerous things make a commitment to the 

accomplishment of your email promoting and showcasing approach, from the substance you make to the 

time you transport your messages. one thing is sure, however: email publicizing and showcasing are away 

from being futile and should truly be important for your typical computerized promoting. 
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RADIO PROMOTION: 

 

To give you a considered what the expression "Computerized Publicizing Incorporates, here are 

the ten greatest basic kinds of advanced promoting. you understand what I’m identifying with, 

isn't that right? the one breaks to your #1 music program in which somebody mentions too many 

figures out how to be engaging as a base while you hear them the essential time 
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TELEVISION ADVERTISING: 

 

It is not dead yet: the recognize that separates your favored TV program. while we are an expanding 

number of being accustomed to finding ways to deal with miss having to truly sit in front of the tv 

arranged promotions there might be by and by a couple of showcasing accomplishments in to publicizing 

and advertising. promoters should not pay for – or rather which may be determined into the pace of 

publicizing territory for awesome bowl at any rate. 

 

 

INSTANT MESSAGING MARKETING: 

 

Instant messaging is the most recent correspondence pattern. There are 1.5 billion individuals around the 

world utilizing WHATSAPP consistently, trailed by FACEBOOK messenger and WECHAT. on the off 

chance that you need to be in which your objective market is, enter promptly informing showcasing. 

 

 

Digital Marketing Tools: 

 

Not to be emotional, anyway computerized advertisers nowadays stay and bite the dust by the stuff of the 

change. current business visionaries are foreseen to be in a large number of Spots Immediately. 

Regardless of whether we are burrowing through measurements or best tuning our social presence, 

depending on the appropriate advanced promoting devices implies saving time and keeping our mental 

soundness. We have to set up a posting of stuff that may be loved to advertisers, all things considered, and 

estimates. 
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Digital Marketing Challenges: 

 

Advanced promoting presents uncommon requesting circumstances for its purveyors. computerized 

channels are multiplying hurriedly, and advanced advertisers need to stay aware of how those channels 

canvases, how they are utilized by beneficiaries, and how to utilize those channels to viably commercial center 

their administrations or items. Additionally, it is getting more enthusiastic to catch beneficiaries' 

consideration, since collectors are an expanding number of immersed with contending notices. 

 

Advanced advertisers likewise find it difficult to investigate the great measured stashes of insights they seize 

and afterward exploit this data in new promoting and highlighting endeavors. 

 

The test of catching and utilizing information effectively features that computerized promoting and 

showcasing requires a technique for publicizing dependent on profound data on client lead. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

Lack of Awareness and Knowledge: retailers should attend some training program in this regard. common 

training programs can be organized by the retailers or other agencies like chambers of commerce and 

industries. 

 

Lack of Conviction About Benefits: Skepticism about the benefits are observed     in the initial phases. People 

tend to label new things as "fad," "craze," "bubble," etc. however, not all the new things need to be a bubble. 

when companies like INFOSYS AND WIPRO started in India, its revolution, people had similar 

apprehensions. but today, Indian it is a major success story and has expanded aggressively into areas like sites. 

Retailers should hold positive views about digital marketing. 

 

Retail stores are also working on the issue of trust and dependability, as these are likewise significant issues 

with clients and retailers utilizing computerized advertising instruments to draw in their clients. clients were 

not content with the trust and dependability issues with computerized showcasing. 

 

Retail Stores Should Also Work on Ethical Issues Like Non-Break of Security, As It Is Additionally 

Considered a Significant Issue by The Clients of Retail Locations Utilizing Advanced Advertising 

Instruments. 

 

Conclusions: 

 

 The majority of retailers, i.e. 85%, understand that digital marketing provides access to a large potential 

customer base. therefore, most of them are relying now a day on digital marketing tools for the promotion 

of their products and services to the customers. 

 Most of the retailers included in this study believe that online interaction with customers is possible to 

know their exact needs. it is a better option or alternative for the retailers as well as customers. Retailers 

and customers both will benefit from it. 

 A large number of retailers who were considered in this study think that digital marketing is a cost-

effective tool and should be used widely not only for the promotion of the products and services but also 

for the interaction with customers. 

 Most of the retailers included in this study understand that responses to marketing efforts can be tracked. 
Therefore, they are using digital marketing more as compared to traditional marketing tools. 

 Most retailers who were part of this study believe that personal rapport can be built, and customer loyalty 

can be developed by using the latest digital marketing tools. Therefore, they are using digital marketing 

tools in large numbers. 

 Most of the retailers included in this study believe that digital marketing has more potential for conversion 

given the digital payment platforms that are widely used these days as compared to traditional marketing 

tools. Therefore, digital marketing tools are more popular among retailers for their digital promotions and 

interaction with customers. 

 The possibilities of innovation are far more in digital marketing as compared to the other two is also 

thought of all the retailers, who have taken the part in this study willingly. they believe that digital 
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marketing tools are more innovative as compared to traditional marketing tools. 

 A large number of retailers consider digital marketing tools while implementing major marketing 

strategies for their organization. because they believe that digital marketing tools are more cost-effective 

and have a large effect on the customers. 

 Most of the retailers included in this study rely on market research including assessment of buying 
behavior for planning and implementing the digital marketing tools for the promotion of their products 

and services as well as integration with their customers. 

 On a general premise, it tends to be presumed that, while the retailers have full confidence in advanced 

promoting and its methods, they are at present haughty with conventional and non-customary advertising 

strategies. They firmly accept that advanced advertising methods can decidedly affect their business 

execution. in any case, a few difficulties appear to turn into the method of embracing advanced advertising 

procedures by the retailers. suggestions tending to the difficulties and challenges are given in the 

following segment. 
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